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About DivioTec Inc. 

DivioTec is an exciting new brand focused exclusively on the 
design and manufacture of security and surveillance products. 
The DivioTec team includes R&D, manufacturing, quality 
management, and application engineering professionals with 
more than 20 years of experience in the industry. 
 
DivioTec aims to comprehensively meet your security needs in 
the simplest manner possible. Our product line can be 
adapted to limited budgets, while retaining the �exibility for 
future expansions. We have pared away the engineering 
excesses too common in our �eld to o�er straightforward, 
highly functional solutions to everyday needs. Delivering this 
kind of fundamental security requires advanced technology. 

Our newly developed “LightSolver”—which resolves lighting 
issues common in our living environment, including low light, 
excessive contrast, bright streetlights, and vehicle 
headlights—is just one example. By deploying the technology 
to overcome the limitations of the human eye on the 
front-end, DivioTec ensures that you miss nothing on the 
back-end. 

DivioTec’s aim is to transcend the capabilities of the human 
eye and to deliver an entirely new �eld of view. Our integrative 
skills and 20 years of industry experience are constantly 
driving new innovations, while our simple, easy-to-use 
interfaces and rock-solid security hardware are rapidly earning 
the respect and con�dence of our clients. Here, we emphasize 
the importance of listening carefully to our customers’ needs, 
applying what we learn to develop outstanding new products 
and a culture of exceptional service. At DivioTec, our 
experience is your protection.

At DivioTec, 
our experience is
your protection.
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As a professional IP solution provider, DivioTec o�ers end-to-end products to 
ful�ll the needs of all the applications. 

At the front end of job sites, we provide with 4 series of products from the 
high-end---on-board tra�c cameras (EN50155 certi�ed), license plate 
recognition cameras (LPR/ANPR), extreme-weather resistant cameras---to 
those that can be applied to small retail stores, which allows users to get 
secured by the cutting-edge system with exellent images according to their 
needs and budget. Besides, in the environment where it is spacious or hard to 
wire, DivioTec's industrial grade Wi-Fi devices can help users solve video 
transmission issues and make sure that it is stable. 

The recording system at the back end covers solutions from small businesses 
to large projects requiring professional management features. With the CMS 
that is able to manage up to 2000 channels in the control center, users can 
apply our SimpleStart Series (4-32 channel Linux-based NVR) or Expert Series 
(16-64 channel Windows-based NVR) for local recording. What's more 
impressive, DivioTec is the leader in the �eld of transportation applications, 
combining �eet management with videos and o�ering GPS tracking, OBD II 
integration, etc. in the system. We also focus on designing 24-hour-non-stop 
hardware, so the most reliable parts are always carefully selected and applied 
to the management of electricity and heat dissipation.

Starting from the beginning of 2014, an enormous amount of research and 
developing e�ort goes into the �eld of video analytics with DivioTec's 
exclusive technology---multi core software architecture. We hereby are 
pleased to announce that our SmartStores Solution will be launched in 2016, 
and then video applications will not only be in the video surveillance system, 
but also cross into intelligent business solutions. By generating complete and 
detailed graphic reports of product display e�ciency, tra�c �ows, etc., the 
software will help marketing managers of chain stores make e�ective 
strategies and increase overall sales. The management of the stores will also 
start becoming a lot more scienti�c and smarter than before.

End-to-End Surveillance System at DivioTec

Industrial 
WiFi

Camera

Recording

Management

Business
Intelligence
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Solutions

DivioTec o�eres stable and reliable 
transportation video surveillance solutions 
with 3 year warranty. The hardware has 
passed the EN50155 standard to ensure the 
stability and reliability under an environment 
with constant vibration. Functions such us 
GPS tracking, Wi-Fi/3G/4G transmission, OBD 
II integration, etc. enable the administrator to 
make everthing under control anytime 
anywhere. Besides, DivioTec will launch 
LPR/ANPR cameras for applications of 
parking lots and and roads in October 2015. 

Transportation 
Video Surveillance 
Solution  

Thanks to DivioTec's exclusive 
technology---multi core 
software architecture--- you will 
receive a complete and detailed 
graphic report of product 
display e�ciency, tra�c �ows, 
etc.  

Retail
Business Intelligence 
Solution  

In the environment where it is 
spacious or hard to wire, DivioTec's 
industrial grade Wi-Fi devices can 
help users solve video transmission 
issues and make sure that it is 
stable.

Industrial Wi-Fi
Video Surveillance 
Solution  



NDM361

WDR

IP67

Network Camera

NVR Hardware
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On-board Application

• Fleet management up to 500 vehicles
• EN50155 certified with M12 connector

• Fanless NVR design
Key Features

The on-board solution highlights user friendly management of up to 500 vehicles. With GPS 
tracking on the maps as well as the vehicle status and drivers’ ID clearly shown on the screen in 
the control center, Transportation Commend Center System (TCCS100) can help administrators 
do fleet management with ease. The professional rugged hardware design of the IP camera and 
industrial grade NVR is the key to ensure the stability and reliability of the entire system. IK10, 
IP67, and EN50155 certified, DivioTec’s on-board IP camera can fulfill the needs for applications 
on various vehicles. At the back end, the fanless NVR, which are newly released in 2015, support 
secured wireless video transmission back to the control center. 

3G / WIFI / GPRS / GPS 
VPN Network

Integration

Panic Bottom GPS

On-board
IP Camera

On-board NVR

Live
Driver’s Google Map Track Real-time Live

Vehicle Status Instant Report Auto Backup

WWW

Command Center

Remote Internet Browser

Multiple Clients



TBR722

License Plate Capture
Network Camera
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License Plate Capture Application

• LPR mode and Overview mode
• Car speed up to 100km/h (62mph)
• IR distance up to 50 meters (164 ft)

• Smart technologies for clear images
• Extreme weather resistant

Key Features

DivioTec’s SmartCatch Technology is designed to capture consistent, high-quality images of 
license plates under various conditions. With LPR mode, the camera is able to isolate high- 
contrast license plate numbers from the moving vehicles to increase recognition accuracy. By 
switching to Overview mode, users can not only see license plates clearly, but also monitor the 
whole area with clear images day and night. What’s more, the extreme weather resistant 
feature makes the camera especially ideal for city surveillance, monitoring streets, parking lots, 
or public areas.



WAP110 WAP111 WAP130 WAP030 WAP031
Category Point to point Outdoor AP Point to point Outdoor AP Hopping/Mesh Indoor AP Hopping/Mesh Outdoor AP Hopping/Mesh Outdoor AP

WLAN standard IEEE 802.11b/g/n IEEE 802.11a/n IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n 

Number of Antenna embedded embedded 2 2 3

Number of Radios Single RF Single RF Single RF Dual RF Triple RF

Ethernet 10/100 Base 10/100 Base 10/100/1000 Base 10/100/1000 Base 10/100/1000 Base

Power PoE 12-24V PoE 12-24V PoE+ (IEEE 802.3at),
2 x DC input: +12-+48V PoE 48V PoE 48V

-35°C to 75°C / 
-31°F to 167°F

-35°C to 75°C / 
-31°F to 167°F

-40°C to 80°C / 
-40°F to 176°F

-35°C to 75°C / 
-31°F to 167°F

-35°C to 75°C / 
-31°F to 167°F

Weatherproof IP55 IP55 IP30 IP67 IP67

Pole mount Pole mount Wall/DIN-Rail mount Wall/Pole mount Wall/Pole mount

Others

Industrial Wi-Fi AP

Sales in physical stores has been dramatically in�uenced by e-commerce in recent years, but 
thanks to the big data from DivioTec’s business intelligence system, many physical stores can 
improve their interior design and marketing strategies, resulting in business growth. 
The video analytics tool o�ered by DivioTec focuses on the pre-POS stage. Users can trace 
every detail from outside tra�c to the �nal stage of purchase. Data from product exhibition 
analytics, engagement analytics, aisle e�ciency analytics, gender and age analytics, cohort 
analytics etc…will be elegantly presented on all kinds of devices with our user-friendly user 

Retail Solution
Value-added service with big data!

• Versatile measurements
• Intelligent diagnosis
• Expert system
• Easy-to-use

Key Features
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DivioTec provides both indoor and outdoor Wi-Fi solutions with a wide temperature range, 
anti-erosion conformal coating, and IP67 housing. The technologies of DivioTec AP result in 
time and cost saving for users and o�er a wide range of products in versatile deployments 
from light duty to heavy industrial applications.

Industrial Wi-Fi Solution
Safer, faster, and easier!

• EN60950-1
• Wide temperature

• Anti-erosion conformal coating
• High bandwidth 

Key Features

Retail Solution Product exhibition analytics  
Engagement analytics 

Aisle efficiency analytics

People counting 
Repeat shoppers analytics
Cohort analytics
Transaction size analytics
Weather conditions

11%
164 visited

3.3%
51 engaged

1.4%
22 purchased

11%
visit

31%
engage

43%
purchase



LightSolver: 
Let’s Make the World 
a Brighter Place
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What is LightSover?

In the past year, DivioTec’s Lightsolver technology has helped users 
resolve lighting issues common in our living environment, including 
low light, excessive contrast, bright streetlights, and vehicle 
headlights. Earlier in 2015, LightSolver Enhancer was created for 
even better images in low light conditions. By developing the 
technology to overcome the limitation of the human eye on the 
front end, DivioTec ensures that you miss nothing on the back end.

DC-iris P-iris

Extreme WDR
With extreme wide dynamic range, our cameras can capture images in harsh sunlight, 
preventing bright blurs and shaded areas. By activating the extreme wide dynamic 
mode, multiple images are taken with di�erent exposure times. This will eliminate 
excessive brightness, securing all image details.

Smart IR+
Smart IR+ avoids overexposure with adjustable infrared intensity according to the 
object’s distance. With the Smart IR+, the camera not only produces high resolution 
images of the object itself, but also clear image details of the background.

P-iris Advantage
P-iris Advantage adjusts the iris with more precision. The deep depth of �eld can be 
clearly seen, avoiding di�raction under strong light.

WDR OFF

Smart IR Smart IR+

WDR ON

Diviotec

Ultra Low Light 
In contrast to conventional cameras which deliver noisy images in dark conditions, 
DivioTec’s Ultra Low Light technology maintains color information and continues to 
capture clear images.  In 2015, “Ultra Low Light Enhancer” is created for better 
recognition and identi�cation, which are essential in low-light applications, such as 
construction sites, campuses, and parking lots.) 

Conventional

24hr Management of Lighting Issues: 
10-profile Smart Scheduling
Smart Scheduling is our unique solution for lighting issues. User can con�gure up to 10 
pro�les a day and create time-based schedules that change settings automatically. It 
has advanced control over WDR levels, ICR, 2D+3D noise reduction, adjusting gain 
levels, turning on/o� BLC & IR LEDs, shutter speed and image settings.
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NDF341 NDF342 NDR351 NDF343P

WDR

Product Position:
‧High performance

‧Small to medium size    
business application
Core Technology:

‧LightSolver 

Product Position:
‧On-board
‧City tra�c
Core Technology:
‧LightSolver 
‧Smart tra�c engine
‧Eco idea
‧Easy to use

Product Position:
‧Extreme weather conditions
‧Energy e�cient solutions
‧Wide range of applications
Core Technology:
‧LightSolver 
‧Eco idea
‧Easy to use

Product Position:
‧Simple and stable

Ultra Series

Professional
Series

Essential
Series

Transportation
Series

Ultra Series marks its outstanding application in extreme weather conditions, providing 
energy-e�cient security solutions at the same time. Based on the result of the test, the operating 
temperature of the outdoor cameras can reach up to 80°C/176°F for 2 hours without problems. 
Powder-coating, hard coated cover, and IP67 are also the key features for outdoor applications. 
What’s more, with Ultra Series, you can always experience the convenience from our 
easy-to-install design and set a trend, becoming a leading solution provider in the security 
industry.

Camera (Ultra Series)
Set a trend!

• LightSolver Engine
• Extreme weather conditions 
   (-40°C to 80°C /-40°F to 176°F) 
• IP67 weatherproof
• IK10 vandal resistant

• Eco idea
• Easy installation
• Long distance IR
• Optical lens made in Japan

• 3-axis rotation
• Anti-corrosion powder coating
• Anti-scratch hard coated cover
• 3+ year warranty

Key Features
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Product Position of Network Cameras 
Intelligent Functions, Incredible Images 
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NDR352P NBR321 NBR325P NBR326P

WDR

IP67

WDR

-

NBR225P NBR226P

WDR

IP66 IP66

Ultra Series
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Professional Series accentuates its high performance, and they are most suitable for small to 
medium-sized business applications. If you are looking for network cameras with nice 
images but with a limited budget, Professional Series would be your prime solution.

Camera (Professional Series)
Let there be sight!

• LightSolver Engine
• High performance
• Ultra low light

• Small to medium-size business
• Easy to install
• Ideal for analog to IP beginners

Key Features
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NBR224P NBF232P NDR252P NDR255P

WDR

- - - -

NFF271

WDR

- -

NBR123 NBR124 NDR153 NDR154

WDR

Professional Series

Network cameras from Essential Series are a great choice for business with a limited budget. 
The clear and sharp 2MP images taken during day and night is another feature that attracts 
users’ attention. If you just need the basic functions, such as 25m/82ft IR or IP66 
weatherproof, Essential Series can de�nitely suit your needs while lowering your cost!

Camera (Essential Series)
Get secured on a budget!

• Simple and stable design
• Clear and sharp images

Key Features
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SRA212-004P4 SRA212-008P8 SRA211-016 SRA213-032

SDS

NRP100 NRP110 NRP400

CPU

SimpleStart Series

Expert Series

In addition to our exceptional front-end products, the back-end recording system o�ered by 
DivioTec is also a critical product line, including SimpleStart Series (Linux-based NVR) and 
Expert Series (Windows-based NVR). 

Professional CMS with useful multi-layer e-maps, easy-to-search video thumbnails of 
snapshots, easy-to-use instant report function etc…. is available as well if you need to 
manage a large quantity of videos.

Video Management System
Start small, go big.
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Expert Command Center System
ECCS100
‧Up to 2000 channels, 64-ch display 
‧Unlimited matrix video wall
‧Centralized multi-layer E-map
‧Remote bandwidth control and CPU protection
‧Smart Search - Video thumbnails of snapshots, 

bookmark control, color-coded event calendar, etc.
‧Multiple user-friendly features -  panic buttons, side 
tool bars, �exible layout arrangement, instant playback,
instant report, etc.
‧Supports 3rd party NVRs: Milestone, Salient, Hikvision
‧Plug-in Tech: Easy to customize and do intergration 

with 3rd party LPR/Acccess  Control/POS system

Upgradable to ECCS100

Expert - Windows-based
‧Open platform structure, scalable and 
expandable
‧Reliability, redundancy and remote upgrades

SimpleStart - Linux-based
‧Plug and Play
‧Analog replacement
‧Small to medium business
‧4 to 32 channels Web Remote Client

CMS Pro (free)
manages up to 
512 channels

DivioEye (Android, iOS)

iView (Android, iOS)

Web Remote Client



SimpleStart CMS Pro ECCS100  

System

Free Bundled Charged

Maximum Number of NVR 16 200

Maximum Number of Channels 512 2000

N/A Yes

N/A Yes (Milestone, Salient, 

View

Channels

N/A Yes

2x/4x/8x

eMap Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Preset Points Control Yes Yes

Preset Tour Control N/A Yes

Yes Yes

Snapshot Yes Yes

N/A Yes

N/A Yes

N/A Yes

N/A Yes

N/A Yes

Playback

2x/4x/8x

2 2

Watermark Yes Yes

Bookmark Control N/A Yes

N/A Yes

2 2

SimpleStart CMS Pro ECCS100 

on one NVR

Bookmark Control N/A Yes

Time Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Channel Yes Yes

NVR N/A Yes

Calender 

Yes Yes

N/A Yes

N/A Yes

eMap

Video 
Management

View Yes Yes

                       N/A Yes

Yes Yes

                       N/A Yes

Flexible
Management

Maximum
Number of Maps 32 Unlimited

eMap Thumbnail N/A Yes

N/A Yes

N/A Yes

N/A Yes

Bit Rate Control N/A Yes

N/A Yes

Windows Vista,
Windows 7

Windows 7,
Windows 8

CPU
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Global DivioTec
DivioTec is creating and sharing the success with our global team today. Our team 
include: R&D, manufacturing, quality management, and a �eld of application 
engineering professionals with more than 20 years of experience in the industry all 
over the world, such as USA, Japan, Israel, Taiwan, and Thailand. We make good use 
of local strengths and resources to provide the best products and services to our 
global partners. Across continents and countries, we have built an empire of 
security surveillance, continually creating a new page of the oncoming era of 
DivioTec.

DivioTec’s competitiveness lies in our ability to e�ciently and e�ectively integrate 
resources from all over the world. Our team strives beyond the boundaries of 
country, combining the absolute advantages around the world. Through the ability 
of integration on a global scale, DivioTec is becoming a rising star in security and 
surveillance industry. 
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